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Well, it’s finally here. The Apple iPhone 3G has arrived in the UK. But not without a few hitches.

The previous version of the iPhone disappeared from the shops nearly two months ago, in a move that some thought was a deliberate ploy by Apple to stoke up demand. Ploy or not, the demand got stoked up alright. 

On the day of official release, July 11th, there were queues outside all the Apple stores and many O2 stores too. O2 is the exclusive phone operator for iPhone in the UK; although the devices were also on sale in branches of Carphone Warehouse.

And what devices they are. There’s no doubting their instant appeal, once you’ve got one in your hand. The touch-screen interface is like nothing else around. 

Critics have always pointed out that iPhones don’t do as much as other, cheaper devices. But that overlooks the crucial point: people don’t care what it doesn’t do, if the things it does do are easier to use than on other phones.

Or as at least one commentator has put it: “It’s the interface, stupid.” The iPhone is popular because it’s a beautiful device that does some things very well indeed, and the interface is not only gorgeous but very simple to understand. People can pick up an iPhone and just start using it, no user manual required.

What’s more, it’s an excellent portable internet device. The built-in browser is just the same as its desktop namesake. The Google Maps application knows exactly where you are and can give you directions to where you want to go. 

Apple boss Steve Jobs said he wanted to sell 10 million of these things before Christmas. In the first weekend alone, he sold one million. Not too shabby.

+ Grab a podcast +

Podcasting and online radio site Odeo (odeo.com) has a new look, and is worth checking out if radio is your thing. The site is packed with video and audio podcasts from thousands of web sites, and you can manage them all really easily if you sign up for a free account. You could think of it as an online playlist manager, helping you queue up the shows you want to listen to. 

Needless to say, there’s a social element too. If your friends are on Odeo too, you can share what you like and exchange messages and tips.

+ Location, location +

“It’s lovely! I’ll take it,” is the name of a hilarious blog that looks through the online homes-for-sale sites for the choicest and most cringeworthy photos - then re-posts them with added sarcasm. Houses from hell. Pets from hell. Even people from hell who live inside the houses from hell. It’s all there: lovelylisting.blogspot.com

+ Let me through, I’m a doctor +

The all-new NHS is supposed to be about choice, says the government. So does that mean people can choose their doctors? A controversial new site lets you rate and make comments on doctors and their work. If you’ve had good - or bad - treatment, you can tell the rest of the world without revealing your own identity. Is a site like this really a good idea? Decide for yourselves: www.iwantgreatcare.org

+ Browsing around ... browsers +

:: Firefox, king among browsers
www.getfirefox.com

:: Opera, queen among browsers
www.opera.com

:: Fluid, a thing for Mac users who like webapps
www.fluidapp.com

:: Safari, Apple's browser for Mac and PC
www.apple.com/safari

:: Avant, an alternative browser for Windows
www.avantbrowser.com

:: Get help for Internet Explorer 7
support.microsoft.com/ph/8722

+ Thing of the week +

:: The Infinite Cat project
http://www.infinitecat.com/infinite/cat1.html

+ Giles Turnbull has a web site at gilest.org +
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